: the ultra-designer residential phone

With its elegant curves and dynamic design,
the new Seen reinvents the residential phone.
Sagemcom continues to drive ultracontemporary designs in its residential phone
ranges with the release of this particularly
innovative product.
The Seen stands out for its futuristic design,
which will delight both demanding users and
those who love streamlined looks. Its high
quality finishes - glossy paint, metal insert and
white connections – add a touch of refinement.
Its elegant shape becomes a component of everyone’s interior design spirit, and its
ergonomic cordless handset is particularly handy for daily use.
Equipped with a large 1.8 inch back-lit screen, comfortable keyboard and directory
for 100 contacts, this is an ideal phone for the whole family with its numerous
functions. Positioned on its base or used in hands-free mode, the Seen will satisfy
all users with its three-way conference facility, double call management,
programmable alarm and excellent sound quality. It is also possible to add up to
four GAP-compatible handsets to the base.
It is particularly energy-efficient, providing autonomy of over 250 hours away from
its base (not including communication), thanks to the Eco feature. And if you can't
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remember where you left the handset, the paging function helps you find it in a
hurry.
The recommended retail price for the Seen is €49.90.
For further information: www.sagemcom.com
About Sagemcom
A French high-tech group of international dimensions, Sagemcom operates on the broadband (digital
home, set-top boxes, Internet routers, telephony and multimedia terminals), telecoms and energy
(smartgrid and energy management) and retail markets.
With a revenue of around 1.2 billion euros, Sagemcom, whose head office is located in RueilMalmaison, employs 4,200 people on five continents; currently a European leader on most of its key
markets, Sagemcom aims to become a world leader in communicating terminals with high added
value.
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